Abstract. Let A#, h¡c , R% denote the discriminant, the class number, and the regulator of the Abelian algebraic number field K = Q(a) with degree d , respectively. In this note we prove that if d > 1 , 2 \ d, and the defining polynomial of a has exactly rx real zeros and r2 pairs of complex zeros, then hfc > Wy/\A¡(\/2ri(2k)^33Rklog4|Ajf |, where w is the number of roots of unity in K.
where w is the number of roots of unity in K.
Upon applying the above theorem, we can improve some known results concerning the lower bound of h& . For instance, Barrucand, Loxton, and Williams [1] proved that if K = Q(DX/3), where D = n3 + m is not a cube, m and n are nonzero integers with 3n2 = 0 (modm), then 0.1A\AK\X/* K log(|A*|/3)log(|A*|/27)-Notice that rx = 1, r2 = 1, w = 2, and Rk < 31og(|AK|/3) in this case. By (1), we get a better lower bound as follows: for |s-2| = 3/2. Furthermore, by the maximum modulus principle, (10) holds for \s -2| < 3/2. Using Cauchy's theorem, we find from (3) and (10) that (11) \am-CK(l)\<A\AK\V*ßy , m>0.
Let M be an integer with M > 1. By (2) and (11), if 13/14 < cr < 1, then
We get from (12) and (13) that (14) log(140|Ajr|5/4) log(7/5) + 1
. , . we get (1) immediately. The theorem is proved.
